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Summary 
United in Hammersmith and Fulham is a new initiative driven by two of the Borough’s oldest 
charities who currently contribute £700k in cash support annually to charities and community 
groups involved in relieving need in all its forms in the borough.    
 
The programme is a campaign which seeks to use philanthropy and grant making as a 
means to bring the community together to collectively create a place which is cohesive, 
confident, secure, stable and offers real opportunity to everyone who lives, works or studies 
here.  
 
The campaign aims to raise £1 million over 5 years from local people for the benefit of local 
people.  
 
We are delighted that the leader of the council has given us his support for the campaign 
and has agreed that the council should come on board as a funding partner. We already 
have confirmed funding from City Bridge Trust. We are proposing a three way partnership - 
£15k from City Bridge, from the Council and the charities for each of 3 years – with the 
charities additionally covering all ancillary costs and providing staff and trustee time to drive 
the campaign forward.      
 
The rest of this paper explains the concepts behind the campaign and the mechanics of it.  
 
Background 
Hammersmith United Charities (HUC) and Dr Edwards and Bishop King’s charity (DEBK) 
share a common heritage. Nearly 400 years ago, Dr Edwards and the Bishop (local 
residents) each gave money for the benefit of the poor of Fulham, subsequently added to by 
other local residents.  The charity established two “branches” when Hammersmith became a 
separate parish; HUC was formed by order of the Charity Commissioners in 1923. Each has 
a distinct Area of Benefit (AOB), covering about half of today’s borough. Each runs its own 
grants programme to address need in that AOB. Additionally, HUC provides sheltered 
housing to some 90 older people of limited means.  
 
As we jointly approach our 400th anniversary (in 2018), we recognise that our last major 
legacy was received before the welfare state was established. Although the environment in 
which we operate is greatly changed, we want to re-establish that local connection of mutual 
support initiated by Thomas Edwards.  
 
In doing so, we are mindful of the “local giving” models which have been established in a 
number of London Boroughs – most notably and most relevantly by the Cripplegate 
Foundation in their “Islington Giving” campaign. Islington Giving was established in 2010; 
within 3 years, it had raised £2 million, involved 1000 volunteers and supported the most  
isolated residents in the borough to feel a sense of connection.    
 
The need 
Although Hammersmith and Fulham is thriving, bustling and diverse with the benefit of the 
energy of the highest population of 25 – 34 year olds in London, many of its residents 
nevertheless experience disadvantage, inequality and limited access to opportunities. 43% 
of the borough’s children live in income deprived households as do 50% of the borough’s 
pensioners – an experience which needs to be set against the backdrop of some of the 
fastest increases in housing costs in the capital. The two charities can support work to tackle 
some of this need but 

a) It is very hard for us given our current constitutions to support groups or issues which 
straddle the separate Areas Of Benefit in any kind of strategic way 
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b) We are, to some extent, tied in to a 17th century view of “need”. Although we still fund 
foodbanks as much as our predecessors supplied “brede and bere”, one of the 
greatest 21st century needs is the need to belong 

c) As grant giving trusts, we tend not to mobilise time and skills for the benefit of our 
community 

d) The borough is facing a time of unprecedented change and development; the only 
way to create an integrated, cohesive, supportive community is to facilitate local 
people to take on the challenge themselves. It is not something that can be done to 
or for local people – whether by charities, public agencies or any other structure.    

 
What are we going to do? 
We want to create a more cohesive community which offers a sense of belonging to 
everyone and access to opportunities for all, recognising that financial means do not 
necessarily directly equate with either of those ambitions.  
 
Some members of our community will achieve that sense of belonging and ownership 
through giving – money, time or skills. Others will achieve it through leading groups and 
organising events and activities and others will achieve it through participation in those 
activities and a sense of fulfilment from them.  Each one of those forms of participation is as 
valid and necessary to the success of the campaign as the others.  
 
Through the campaign we will specifically ask local people and local organisations to give 
money for the benefit of the borough they live/work in. And with that money we will fund work 
which is 
 

 Driven by local people – we want to fund locally based activities, led by local people 
to work with local people. We want to know what the beneficiaries see as the “need” 
and to see them involved in planning or delivering activities if possible. We will be 
keen to fund small scale good ideas and activities local people want to do with and 
for their neighbours.  

 Collaborative - we will be particularly interested in supporting groups working 
together. This could be in complementary ways – for example a supplementary 
school might work with an advice project to help children with their school work and 
support parents with money advice. Or the money advice project might work with 
local businesses to draw on volunteers.  

 Accessible - wherever possible, we would be interested in funding work which is 
open to all relevant local people. So, an unstructured play project should not be 
confined to certain groups of children; a project aiming to reduce isolation should not 
be means tested.  

 Joined up. We will be keen to support initiatives to bring local groups together, create 
pathways for local people, raise awareness of groups’ activities beyond those who 
currently participate and support groups to find ways to lever in other resources.  

 
How it will work 
We intend to keep the campaign simple and to avoid organisational costs. We do not intend 
to set up a new charity or a complex governance structure. We will make use of the partner 
organisations’ systems as far as possible. The two charities will between them administer 
the grants, manage the finances and employ and manage any staff. A joint grants committee 
including a number of community representatives will be established and regular 
consultation and feedback events will ensure the campaign stays connected to its 
stakeholders. We will work closely with Sobus to ensure that local community groups are 
fully engaged and fully understand the concept.  
 
What do we need funding for now? 
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Neither of the two charities has been actively engaging philanthropists, local donors or local 
people for some centuries. We have a detailed and comprehensive understanding of need 
and of how to make grants; we do not have the same skill base for promoting giving. In the 
21st century, engaging donors of all kinds is strongly linked to effective communications 
across a range of media which is able to engage individuals in boardrooms and classrooms 
whilst reassuring everyone about the integrity, authenticity and efficiency of the campaign. 
We propose a three year start up budget funded jointly by the charities, the council and City 
Bridge which gives way in year 4 to a sustainable operational budget employing a part time 
campaign manager and funded through gift aid on donations.   
 
During the initial three years, the charities expect to be closely involved in driving the 
campaign with staffing focusing on buying and transferring skills around attracting donations 
and delivering the communications strategy. From the second half of year 2, we would look 
to a more long term staffing profile. All management and governance and accommodation 
would be provided by the charities in kind.    
 
We are seeking a contribution of £15k per year for three years (£45k in total) representing 
one third of the total resources required.  
A budget is attached. 
 
Investment to date; need for external funding 
The two charities are committed to this campaign as a new stage in our philanthropic 
development. We are committed to finding a third of the development costs. And we are 
committed to providing substantial support in kind. We have already invested significant staff 
and trustee time in working up the plans and consulting locally and have paid for initial 
marketing and branding advice.  
 
However, we are also committed (and are legally bound to remain committed) to our 
charitable activities which relieve need in our respective areas of benefit. We not have the 
resources to take this forward without reigning back significantly on our operational activities 
and commitments.    
 
How we will measure success 
During the start up period we will measure success quantitatively – numbers of donors, 
types of donors, numbers and size of donations, total received.  
 
From the start of the operation of the grants process within the campaign we will supplement 
that with a more sophisticated evaluation and impact framework which will seek to 
understand the change brought about and the progress made towards the campaign 
objectives of establishing Hammersmith and Fulham as London’s most socially cohesive 
borough. 
 
Next steps 
With funding now in place from City Bridge and the charities, we plan to  

 Establish joint governance arrangements 

 “unveil” the campaign in the late summer 

 Finalise the campaign identity and establish a website to accompany that unveiling 

 Appoint staff or consultants for the first phase of full development and fundraising by 
October – a detailed job role description is attached 

 
A detailed but evolving workplan is in place. 
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Budget 
The budget for the programme is as follows: 
 
 

Item Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Staffing £17,000 £20,000 £25,000 

Operational costs £10,000 £10,000 £13,000 

Marketing £18,000 £15,000 £7,000 

Total £45,000 £45,000 £45,000 

 
Proposed partner contributions per financial year: 
Hammersmith United Charities and Dr Edwards & Bishop Kings £15,000 
City Bridge Trust       £15,000 
Hammersmith & Fulham Council     £15,000 
 
In addition, Hammersmith United Charities will provide all in-kind support, including: 

 Office accommodation 

 Management costs 

 Telephone, stationer etc.  

 Finance support 

 Grants administration 

 Governance 
 
 


